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1: Richelle Veñegas  

Instagram: @shape.designhouse  www.shapedesign.ca  

As both artist and designer, Richelle graduated with an advanced diploma in Illustration 

and Design from Capilano University in Vancouver. She has since worked in-house for a 

range of industries, before moving to Vancouver Island to immerse herself in the raw and 

wild beauty of the West Coast. Richelle joined Shape Design eager to uncover authentic 

identities and explore a holistic approach to visual communication. 

Waterwomen, 2020 

Two years ago, I took on the challenge of learning how to surf. As a 27-year old female 

surfer from the Philippines, it's been incredible to see the amount of women on the lineup 

here on Vancouver Island. At the same time, I have also never seen a female surfer in 

Victoria, who shares my brown skin. This illustration is inspired by the women of Textured 

Waves, who are creating a community of inclusion and diversity in the water. 

2: Bobbi Bjornholt  

Instagram @Bobbi.bjornholt.arts  http://art.bobbibjornholt.com  

My art practice spans multiple mediums, including painting, drawing, printmaking and 

digital illustration. Our island has always held my heart and that often comes through in my 

artwork, celebrating our local forests and animals. I also take influences from disparate 

genres including historical stories, legends, urban street art and skate art.  Bobby holds a 

BFA from Emily Carr University of Art + Design 

Sea Love, 2020 

"Sea Love", 2020 is a lively illustration celebrating our coastal life and curiosity. The design 

repeats in a pattern that flows like a vintage Victorian floral wallpaper, but up close, it is 

actually created with playful octopus. The illustration was hand drawn with traditional pen 

and paper, then redrawn and inked digitally to construct into a repeatable pattern. 

3:Kemi Craig  

Instagram: @kemimaisha 

Kemi Craig is an interdisciplinary artist living and working in the traditional Lkwungen and W̱SÁNEĆ Territories. An American of African descent raised in the Cherokee and 

Catawba Territories, her work centers on experiences of raced and gendered bodies using movement, film, video, found materials and storytelling. In her work she embeds 

community engagement and critical spectatorship to explore how we shape and interpret narratives that inform our past, present and future. 

http://www.shapedesign.ca/
mailto:Instagram:@Bobbi.bjornholt.arts
http://art.bobbibjornholt.com/


From Me to Her to Us, 2020 

These silhouettes are taken from an installation entitled Darkest Light: Explorations of Joy and Futurity. What I find about silhouettes is that they can say a lot and yet very little 

in terms of who a person is. As we posed to have our images traced, we shared stories of moments of happiness as well as our hopes for our descendants and our futures. The 

show that the silhouettes were featured at Flux gallery in February 

4: Mark Sin & Robyn Robertson  

Instagram @ETTAARCHITECTURE 

Mark and Robyn are architects who recently relocated from Saskatoon to Victoria to lead ETTA, an architecture and design studio. Mark and Robyn are inspired by the vast 

geography of the Canadian landscape that is shaped by an extreme climate and influenced by remote and rural communities, urban centres and the natural environs. They 

embrace design challenges and work closely and collaboratively with clients, consultants and craftspeople to transform concepts into realized work.  

20/20, 2020 

This artwork titled “20/20” uses the format of a Snellen Chart in a playful manner. Instead of testing visual acuity as the eye chart is intended, 20/20 rather presents a list of asks. 

This year has forced us to see humanity through a different lens. 20/20 captures viewers’ attention from a distance with large format lettering and engages them further at an 

intimate level, close-up with small format lettering. 20/20 begs the question: What will we do now? 

5: Roy Bradfield 

Born and raised on the Saanich Peninsula, Roy Bradfield hails from the Tsartlip First Nation. He resides within his community with his wife and children. Roy has shown a 

longtime interest in traditional and modern contemporary Coast Salish artwork, in all media forms. Inspiration and mentoring has come by way of longtime interactions with 

other Saanich artists, specifically The LaFortune Family (Doug (Jr & Sr), Aubrey, Howard, Perry, Tom and Darryl Baker) as well as many others. 

Meet the Neighbours, 2020 

When looking for the intrinsic diversity of Victoria, look no further than resident wildlife. Coming from all walks of life. First Nations culture embraces all of those living around to 

create a balanced community. 

The Raven – SQTO (SENĆOEN) A regular in terrain of the west coast, the raven glides from one area to another, scavenging. They can be seen curiously hopping along the 

ground, investigating a beach find or pestering other “neighbours” to steal their lunch. 

The Frog – WEXES (SENĆOEN) A hallmark sound to those living in marshlands, the soft croaking of the frogs is frequently a soothing backdrop to an evening walk. This 

hibernating amphibian are all too talkative when they wake up from their winter slumber in the spring.  

The Wolf - STAAYE (SENĆOEN) In the past, the wolf was a regular resident of the South Island and occasionally they make a dramatic entrance for a brief return. In the wilds of 

the west coast, this four-legged canine can be seen waltzing down the beach looking for a bite to eat or sauntering through forests and natural woodlands being mysterious.  

The Humming Bird - SXEDJELI (SENĆOEN) This fast-paced island resident is often seen cruising from one flower to the next, collecting as much nectar as possible from each plant. 

On occasion they can be seen, cheekily mocking one and other as well as partaking in aerial acrobatics with each other. 

 


